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Overview
Introducing $SHIN, the coolest token in town made by fans, for fans
of the iconic Japanese manga series, Crayon Shin-Chan! While
Shin-Chan's original adventures are all about his typical kid life,
$SHIN flips the script and dive into the world of crypto trading. But
hey, it's not all serious stuff! We're here to make learning about
crypto fun and easy with hilarious animated videos starring Shin-
Chan himself. Follow along as Shin navigates the ups and downs of
the crypto market, and learn some valuable tips and tricks along the
way. Get ready to join the $SHIN fandom
for a wild ride of love, laughs, and gains!

Shin-Chan, the playful little boy
who often finds himself in funny and silly
situations, is the main character of the popular manga series
"Crayon Shin-Chan," loved for its humor and charm. Shin-Chan,
whose full name is Shinnosuke Nohara, is a five-year-old with a big
imagination and a never-ending curiosity about the world. With his
funny dance moves, like his signature butt-dance, and clever jokes,
Shin-Chan always keeps things lively and entertaining. Whether
he's causing trouble at home, school, or anywhere else, Shin-Chan's
adventures are sure to make you laugh.

Who’s
Shin-Chan ?
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Why $SHIN ?
Popularity: Shin-Chan is a beloved
character with a huge fanbase worldwide.
Using his popularity can bring great
attention, especially attracting fans who
love the character. 
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Engagement: Many fans have grown up
watching Shin-Chan and feel a strong
connection to the character. $SHIN can
bring back fond memories and encourage
support. 

Anime Trend: $SHIN has an anime-
inspired catchy vibe, which
resonates well with investors on ETH
chain who often have a penchant
for anime-themed projects. 

Flexibility: Shin's character is
adaptable to a wide range of
themes and marketing styles, from
light-hearted humor to deeper
narratives. With universal appeal
that transcends age and culture,
Shin-Chan is an ideal choice for
reaching diverse global audiences.



SHINOMICS

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

TAX 
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BuriBuri Smash

0/0

100,000,000 $SHIN
TOTAL SUPPLY 

We will initiate RANDOM PUMPS,
injecting funds to swoop in, buy
back, and burn to give $SHIN chart
a SMASHING BOOST!

BuriBuri, a friendly and talkative pig,
is Shin’s closest friend who often
joins Shin-Chan in his adventures.

50,000,000 $SHIN
CIRCULATING SUPPLY 

3%

LP 
BuriBuri SMASH

25%
Presale

2.5%
CEX

4%
Marketing 

50%

3%

Burned

Stake
12.5%
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SHINOSYSTEM

Well, those tokens can either:
Go up in flames at Bonfire
Night to mark milestones
Or, be airdropped to lucky
$SHIN fans who win our
contests! 

BURIBURI SMASH

What happens next to the
buy-back tokens, you ask? 
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SHINOSYSTEM
BONFIRE NIGHT

The larger the
milestone, the

more $SHIN will
be burned.

When a new milestone
is reached, a Shin-
Chan Bonfire Night will
be held, burning a
portion of $SHIN 
“buy-back”, BuriBuri
Smash, tokens!
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SHINOSYSTEM
NFT COLLECTIONS

Trade Shin NFTs on Shin-Chan JPEG Marketplace, spicing up
the $SHIN ecosystem!
Stake your NFTs for extra $SHIN tokens!
Raffle: Each NFT mint earns a raffle ticket for token airdrops
and 2 special stable rewards (in $ETH). 

Holders of 0.05% supply (50k $SHIN) can mint NFTs for FREE! 
Mint Cost: 1 NFT = 0.05 ETH for holders not owning 0.05%
supply.



Get ready for an exciting twist 
on popular crypto listing sites
like CoinMarketCap! Shin-Chan
will showcase promising crypto
projects in his unique and
engaging style, offering insights
and recommendations for users to explore. Discover new
opportunities and learn about the market in a fun way, but
remember, Shin-Chan's suggestions are not financial advice!
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SHINOSYSTEM
SHIN’S WORKSHOP

Join Shin-Chan on his wild journey through the crypto
world in a series of fun and educational animated
videos! Each short episode will follow Shin-Chan's life
as a crypto trader, showcasing the ups and downs of
the market with humor and charm. Along the way,
audiences will learn valuable tips and tricks for
investing in crypto space safely and smartly.

Crypto Learning Hub

Project Hightlights

When projects pass Shin-Chan's evaluation, they pay a fee for
the spotlight on the Workshop platform. 50% of the revenue goes
to $SHIN holders, paid out every 2 weeks. 

Revenue-Share



ROADMAP
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Roll Out Website & Whitepaper
Kick off with Socials
Complete Smart Contract Audit
Presale on Pinksale

1. Pre-Launch Buzz

2. Launch Party
Launch $SHIN on Uniswap

Ramp Up Social Media Marketing
Trend Everywhere  
List on CoinGecko

List on CoinMarketCap
Partner with Top KOLs

1st Episode of Crypto Learning Hub

#BuriBuriSmash
Bonfire Night

3. #SHINtoWIN
ShiNFT Collection Drops 

Partner with Projects for Shin’s
Workshop

Revenue-Sharing Program
List $SHIN on CEX

Update Shinosystem
with new add-on features



www.shinchancoin.com

twitter.com/ShinChan_ERC

t.me/ShinChanPortal

SOCIALS
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https://shinchancoin.com/#about

